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Thank you for forwarding my question on the origins of their edited version of the Air Force One tapes.Tom 

may very well be checking with the JFK Library first...he may also have simply forgotten to speak to you.  I do 

know that his timetable is to put out a press release on this sometime this month, concurrently with us 

sending the document to NARA.I suspect he will speak to you about it this week when he is here.  If I think of 

it, I will remind him.  Thanks.To:	Douglas Horne/ARRBcc:	From:	Irene Marr/ARRBDate:	10/06/97 09:53:06 

AMSubject: 	Re: 8th SECDEF Conference on VietnamTom has not yet discussed this with me, so I have held off 

calling the LBJ library. (He might be pursuing this with the JFK Library first?) However, if you think it's 

important to get an answer soon, I can go ahead with it.  I did ask them to check on the Air Force One tapes as 

you requested.  I apologize for having that one slip through the cracks before. To:	Peter Voth/ARRBcc:	Irene 

Marr/ARRB From:	Douglas Horne/ARRB   Date:	10/01/97 05:23:08 PMSubject:	8th SECDEF Conference on 

VietnamPete, please cancel my request for you to call the LBJ and JFK Libraries.  I subsequently found out that 

management here on the staff is extremely sensitive about maintaining one single POC between the ARRB and 

each of the Presidential Libraries.  Therefore, in this case Tom Samoluk (our established POC with the JFK 

Library) will pursue this question with the JFK Library, and Irene Marr (our established POC with the LBJ 

Library) will pursue this question with 'them folks down in Texas.'I hope you understand that your ideas for 

pursuing the status of these documents were right on target, and in fact were appreciated by Tom Samoluk, 

who will follow through with your suggestions re: seeing if those libraries have an open copy of this record.  

Tom also appreciated your rapid response in regard to whether or not the National Security Archive at GWU 

had this item on file.  Thanks.  
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